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The Tides of
March
Dik GREGORY
So, how many members have we
got now? Naturally enough, It's a
question that gets asked from time
to time - especially around this time
of year in March when the
membership changes anyway due
to annual renewals. The answer is
that we ended 2010 with 330
members, and we have started
2011 with 275 paid up members (ie
not counting spouses and guests).
That's a loss of 55 members - just
over 15%. But is that good or bad?
Actually, it's inevitable. All part of
the regular ebb and flow of the
chapter.
Looking at what's happened over
the past five or six years, It turns
out that it's normal for us to lose
15% to 20% of members every
year. People move away or they
move on. Believe it or not, some
even sell their Harleys! And each
year - with one huge exception - we
gain around 35% as new people
find us and, in some cases, realise
they shouldn't have sold their
Harley and join us again! If the
pattern repeats again this year, we
may be around 370 members by
the end of the year, which will then
drop again to 300 or so at renewal
time.
So what was the exceptional year and why? Well, in 2009 we got a
massive high tide. That was the first
full year after Guildford HarleyDavidson adopted us. It was also
the year in which Chapter
membership was offered for free.
The result was an astonishing rise
that year of over 230% to 400
members - 150 of whom promptly
left at the end of 2009, after, I have
to say, not participating in many (if
any) rides.
So we start 2011 with 275 members
who have actively chosen to be

members of Hogsback Chapter.
That explains something else, too.
The rides are getting noticeably
bigger. While we hope that part of
the reason is an active ride
programme that appeals to a wide
range of interests, the fact remains
that proportionately more of the
Chapter are showing up for any
particular ride we do. 20 plus bikes
is now routine and 35 bikes or more
is increasingly common. Don't get
me wrong - it's not that I think size
matters. But what is nice to see is a
Chapter full of people who are
enthusiastic to be in it - because
that's where the energy comes from
for more of the same. After all, it's
virtuous circles that make the world
go around.
1

So where do we all come from* ?
Somewhere in this edition of the
magazine, not far from this page, is
a map, courtesy of a collaboration
between ourselves and that nice Mr
Google. The map pins show where
we all live in relation to the meeting
places we have been using for our
rides and Club Nights. You can also
see the closer dealerships marked.
Looking at this map, a number of
points leap out.
1. Based on where we all live, the
Guildford dealership is the obvious
meeting point of choice for Saturday
rides. If it was open on Sunday, it
would probably become the default
for all rides.
2. That said, Rykas is still a
reasonable meeting point for rides
that go south, east, and north-east.
3. Burger King, Guildford (BK) and
Newlands Corner seem well located
meeting points for rides to the south
and west. However, the Road Crew
have identified departure difficulties
that create safety or logistical
concerns for us. We really need an
alternative meeting point in the
1

With apologies to our illustrious Assistant
Director, Keith Dorling and also Member
Patrick Munroe who live way outside this
map. Respect to Keith who has to allow for a
200 mile round trip before the Chapter ride
even starts!

Guildford area for Sunday rides with
hard standing, coffee and
washroom facilities and no
departure issues. If anyone has any
suggestions, let us know! (Bisley
looks to be a well located potential
meeting point for many, but there
are other difficulties which means
that we can't consider this for now).
4. In view of the number of
members to the west of the
dealership, the Road Crew are
developing more rides that go west,
north-west and south-west.
5. The Road Crew are increasingly
considering second pickup points,
depending on the ride's start point
and direction.
6. The Preston Cross Hotel still
seems reasonably well located for
Club Nights. The current formula of
9 months at the hotel and 3 months
at Bisley works OK given where the
membership live. However, if we
decide to move from the Preston
Cross, we would be looking to move
further west.
The Chapter continues to ebb and
flow in a rhythmic and rather
wholesome way. With each tide
come familiar waves, but also
freshness and renewal. We are
grateful to all those members, both
old and new, whose enthusiasm
continues to surge for Hogsback
Chapter in 2011 - our 20th
anniversary of being the official
HOG Chapter in Surrey. We will be
launching some special 20th edition
merchandise later this year - so
look out for that! In the meantime,
we hope you enjoy your 2011
complimentary pin and we are
grateful to the dealership for
combining a new Chapter loyalty
bonus scheme with the new
membership card.
Enjoy the riding
season!
Dik Gregory
Director &
Road Captain

Hogsback membership map, April 2011 (blue pins = Members; red pins = Dealerships; yellow pins = Meeting places)

Bisley
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Preston X

Newlands Cnr
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A message to U
From your
Treasurer &
Assis. Director
Well its been a fantastic start to
the riding season hasn’t it?
It all started with Woody’s
nutcracker, with Woody himself
joining the Glide club after
trading in the old faithful Fatboy
at the end of last year. Then a
slight hiccup in the weather the
following weekend for Robin
and his first as ride leader with
a new venue in Nelsons Diner.
Another chilly weekend for
another new venue and a
returning Road Captain as
Mark Harris led 19 bikes to
Borough Market. 20 bikes went
down the following day to
Brighton for fish & chips to see
all the old crocks on the
Pioneer Run with good old
Normie!
The weather held for GHD’s 2nd
birthday party which included
live music, a free hog roast and
bargains galore to be had.
There was also the first new
members ride of the year to
Arundel with over 30 bikes
taking part: split into 2 groups
down to Bury Hill and then a
mass ride through Arundel
itself . And so it goes on, the
sun is still shining so there is
absolutely no reason not to get
out and ride!! All the rides are
logged on the website so you
can see for yourself what’s
been happening and hopefully
entice you out to join in.

Dell & Cliff have led the first
successful weekend trip of the
year, to France and Belgium
over the wedding weekend.
Despite the weather forecast it
only rained briefly during the
night. We had a great time and
learned a lot on the black art of
using
sat-navs
and
the
reversing techniques of a
Glide!
We also have changed our
Club night venue to the
Preston Cross Hotel which
seems to be very popular.
We’re trying a few new ideas
with
occasional
guest
speakers, and a few old
successes from the past
including a hugely popular quiz
night and our first ever Casino
night. The dealership even sent
down their Chief Mechanic with
a bike to answer all your
questions about the pre ride
checks you should carry out
before each and every ride,
how to check your oil, tyre
pressures etc, and explain
what servicing entails when
you bring your bike in for
service and tune up.

Photographer Axel has been
given the task to ensure every
event is covered with an official
photographer. If one is not
available then a nominated
person will hopefully ensure we
have a photographic record of
the event – a good reminder in
the long winter months of
another great summer we had
on the bikes.
So it already seams like we’ve
had loads of great rides and
events but it’s only the
beginning of May! There’s still
loads to come. As always - see
the
website
www.hogsbackchapteruk.org
for full details – now posted in
the Members Area.
And make sure you look out for
the weekly Eshots. If you’re not
getting them, then we don’t
have your latest email address!
Ride Safe.

We will also soon be reviving
the mid-week evening rides
and if the weather holds these
should prove to be extremely
popular. In July, August and
September we will be having
club nights at the Bisley
Pavilion which had fantastic
support last year.
Have
you
noticed
the
improvement in the quality and
quantity of photos on our web?
If
not
check
out
http://hogsbackchapteruk.smug
mug.com/. Our new committee
member
and
Head

Keith Dorling
Assistant Director & Treasurer

LOH Springs
into Bloom.

This year at Bisley the ladies
ride theme is Pirates so get
your patches and parrots out
ready,

Some wonderful
news from Ruth !!
Good news. I have been
given the all clear from Bowel
Cancer, very lucky as they
caught it early.
Looking forward to riding out
with you all on my bike, and
there are certainly a lot of
trips planned to choose from.

Don’t forget all you girls who
want to have a go on a bike
we can still go out with Audra
from Ridesure based at
Dunsfold.
Go from this …

Ladies (and those gents who
are handy in the kitchen), I
would like to enlist your help
to make some cakes/cookies

we aim to have a meeting
July will keep you posted.
Ruth

to this…..

to for a Coffee and Cupcake
Day at the dealership in aid of
Beating Bowel Cancer charity
June 4th.
A chance for people to donate
to the charity whilst enjoying
homemade cakes and a cup
of coffee when they meet up
at the dealership. (Let me
know if you are able.)

after a quality training
session..
– Let me know and we can
arrange a session.

Ruth Palmer –
Ladies of Harley Officer.
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Rockets and
Trenches
29th April – 1st May
2011

Ride leaders: Cliff & Dell
Author:Dave Francis

No April showers to spoil this
glorious ride in brilliant
sunshine around the
battlefields of Flanders
courtesy of comrades in
arms, Captain Dell and
Lieutenant Cliff.

the delightful Grot Markt of
Poperinge in Belgium, where
we indulged in the usual
activity of al-fresco feasting,
friendly banter and generally
watching the world go by.
The afternoon was spent in
respectful reflection of the
horrors of the Great War and
all the poor boys destroyed
in vain and buried en-mass
in the cemeteries at
Langemark and Tyne Cott; a
very moving experience.
Dinner proved to be a very
enjoyable and relaxing
experience in our lovely,
quiet hotel with a fabulous
view.

With the rest of the country
distracted by the Royal
Wedding we slipped
cautiously through our
escape tunnel into France.

Saturday morning was spent
wandering in and around the
market and museum at
Ypres, followed by an
afternoon visit to the First
World War trenches of Hill
69. All very informative and
real; the harsh realities of the
pitiful, miserable existence in
the trenches, fortunately
softened for us by the lovely
warm sunshine.

Travelling incognito up the
coast to Dunkirk we headed
in-land for a rendezvous with

We returned to Ypres for the
very moving, daily Last Post
Ceremony in the evening,
which was preceded by
another very enjoyable,
relaxing, al fresco dinner in
the Grand Square.
On Sunday we were led to
the V2 Rocket Factory, “La
Cupole”, where we enjoyed a
very informative and well
presented tour of the
German Facility designed to
entirely destroy London in
1945.

Taking advantage of the
exceptional weather, we
rode over to the HarleyDavidson dealership at
Roeselare to admire the new
premises and the highly
expensive Euro price tags.

Many, many thanks to all the
brave lads and lasses who
saved us through the horrors
of war and allow us to enjoy
the lifestyle we do today.
Thank you also to Dell and
Wendy and Cliff and Golly,
for guiding us through a
lovely weekend of great
companionship. We all had a
thoroughly good time.
David F

Hogsback Chapter UK
Photo Gallery

("20k" means that 20.000 times photos of the
gallery were viewed in 2010)
But these are just dry statistics, some galleries
achieve these high hits due to the high number of
pictures stored for each event, and like SOFER,
the participation of other UK Chapters.

AUTHOR: AXEL THILL –
HOGSBACK HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

********************************
I recently took over the administration of the
Chapter's photo gallery from Dik, and was
amazed off what I found after I could have a look
behind the scenes. Gigabyte-gigantic in size and
extremely well organised, I hope I can fulfil the
expectations and continue the excellent work of
Dik with respect to this Photo Gallery.
The Gallery holds a huge variety of pictures and
videos, dating as far back as 1992, offering a
impressive collection of photos contributed by a
growing number of members. In many ways this
Photo Gallery tells the history of Hogsback
Chapter UK, and is the most public display of who
we are and what we enjoy.
I realised that the photo gallery is not just a dead
archive, but a living body, actively accessed on a
daily basis by hundreds of visitors. In 2010 alone,
over 550.000 impressions were made, that is
about 1.500 pictures watched on every single day
of the year.
The Top 10 galleries visited in 2010 were:
1 - SOFER 7, August 2010 (69k)
2 - SOFER 5, August 2008 (20k)
3 - End of Season Party, Nov 2010 (20k)
4 - Shepperton Village Fair, June 2010 (15k)
5 - Woody's Midnight Madness, June 2010 (13k)
6 - Convergence Ride, Jul 2010 (12k)
7 - Christmas Cracker, Dec 2009 (11k)
8 - Polesden Lacey, Jul 2010 (11k)
9 - Chocolate Soldiers, May 2010 (10k)
10 - SOFER 6, August 2009 (10k)
And it is not just the last ride or recent party that
is viewed. Over 25% of all galleries accessed are
from previous years, dating back as far as 2004,
with the Monte Gordo Rally (Jun 2004) and the
Rally on the Rock (Sep 2004) easily making the
Top 50 of most watched photo-sets in 2010.

It is really worthwhile to surf the galleries from
time to time, you will find stunning landscapes,
impressive Harley-Davidson motorcycles, many
known and unknown faces, and on some
occasions surely your own.
A total of 61 new galleries were added in 2010,
with over 4400 photos. This variety offers the
chance to relive exciting rides and lavish parties.
But it would not be possible without the
contributions of you, the Chapter members.
We need your help to feed the Hogsback Chapter
Photo Gallery. If you enjoy taking pictures, take
your camera with you on the ride, and please
send us your photos and impressions to ;
images@hogsbackchapteruk.org.

LICS & CLICS
BY Bosun

There was a brief moment of
Sunshine that morning, so it was
out on the trusty steed for the
first good ride of the year. It
soon turned wet of semi biblical
proportions and I found myself
seriously lost somewhere around
Hampstead Heath and Golders
Green, my map looking more
like papier-mâché. I still wonder
about a shop name spotted in
Golders Green “Penguin Dry
Cleaners” as in do we need
penguins dry cleaned?(and will
the chocolate melt) and how dry
is a Penguin anyway?
The venue found I was directed
to park in a huge puddle though
by the looks of some others in
the bike park I was in the
shallow end, and then squelched
into the show, the first stand to
find being masses of pick and
mix, which I managed to avoid,
despite the temptation of little

skulls. But better than the pick
and mix was the selection of
colours and chrome that we
could feast our eyes upon once
in the halls.

Firstly a clutch of street fighters
many of which can best be
described as plumbers
nightmares, with turbos and
convoluted exhausts and frames.
Turn the corner again and we
were confronted with a myriad
of delights in the Zodiac and

Custom Chrome stand, and a full
on custom show. The show is
now an official round of the
AMD World and European
Custom Bike Championship.
And what is so refreshing are the
various different styles and
engines used for the bikes on
show. These included Japanese
4’s, British bikes and V Twins.
And they sported all manner of
styles of frame and bodywork. If
you weren’t inspired by at least
one of the bikes it would have to
be said that you would have no
soul (the devil probably took this
at the pick and mix).
One outstanding bike had to be
the just unveiled Lamb
engineering “Son of a gun” BSA
Goldstar, a masterpiece of
engineering and a cross between
custom, classic, café racer and
engineering marvel, even if to
my mind there is a touch of
1980’s Yamaha FS1E about it.
South East Dealers were very
well represented and the
Twinpan from Guildford
Customs came a very creditable
3rd in modified Harley Davidson
Class a hotly contended class.
Nick Gale and team were doing
their best to build a bike during
the two day opening of the show

and seemed very busy.
Tucked away in a corner were
some BMW Café racers I fell in
love with and completely forgot
to take pictures of as well.
Heading to the trade hall there
was a small area of stands, and a
nice display by the NCC, a drop
dead gorgeous Vincent, there
was a lot of space in the hall for
sitting, eating and listening to the
music.
This was fine while the
rockabilly etc played, but live
heavy metal at two in the
afternoon was far too much for
me so I escaped to the sanity of
pretty glittery trinkets in the
custom hall.
After much more wandering
around, and photographing a few
models on bikes (honest I tried
my best not too, but Blue from
BSH asked for photos of the
show) I decided to head home.
Stopping at the Ace Café on the
way back for a much needed
cuppa, it was nice to see a few

Mini Mokes parked up and a
selection of America muscle
cars. Needless to say the rain
then started again, even darker,
harder and more horizontal than
before - horrid.

Despite the getting lost and wet,
a brilliant day out.
Back next year? You bet.
Ian Thoburn
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Honfleur 2011
France June 17th - 20th

Cruise the Normandy coastline and enjoy local
galletes & cider, explore the Bayeux Tapestry,
Ride the beautifull green lanes to Monet’s
gardens & home, then relax in the evenings
and enjoy superb French food & wine.

graham.woods@hogsbackchapteruk.org
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A weekend of festival

September 1st – 4th

BERNKASTEL
Mosel Wine festival
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